Top Five Gifts for Healthcare
Professionals This Season

The holiday season is all about giving. Unfortunately, figuring out what to buy
everyone can give you a headache.
But this year, you don’t have to stress out looking for the perfect present for
the busy medical professional in your life. These five gifts are sure to be a big
hit during the holidays:
1. IntelliSkin Performance Shirt
Medical professionals have to stand for hours on end, which can put a huge
strain on their backs. The IntelliSkin can help alleviate this pain, as it is
scientifically designed to retrain the body to achieve optimal muscular balance
and function through proper alignment and quality of movement. Created by a
sports medicine expert and accomplished athlete, the IntelliSkin Performance
Shirt incorporates advanced sports science, medical research and design and
construction to naturally trigger an instant, predictable sensorimotor response.
2. Medelita Scrubs Set
Put some style into your healthcare pro’s scrubs with these professional
Medelita scrubs. With specific styles for men and women, Medelita scrubs are
functional and a lot more flattering than traditional unisex scrubs. They can be
personalized with a custom logo, name and embroidery, and come in a variety
of colors to suit any personality or facility.

	
  

	
  

3. A Day at the Spa
Give the gift of relaxation with a SpaFinder gift certificate. Accepted at over
20,000 locations worldwide, these gift certificates can be used for beauty
packages, yoga classes, Pilates sessions, fitness studios and more. Starting at
just $25, you can chose to print a gift cart instantly, send an eGift Card via email
or have a certificate mailed to a lucky recipient.
4. Stethoscope Tag
A Stethoscope Tag is sure to bring a little bling into the exam room. Extremely
affordable, these tags are an excellent way for the doctor, nurse, or technician in
your life to keep track of which stethoscope is theirs! Also, the tag can serve as a
touching personal reminder of who gave it to them on those very stressful days.
5. Kindle Paperwhite
Amazon’s Kindle Paperwhite is one of the world’s most advanced e-readers.
Featuring an exceptionally sharp and clear resolution, a built-in adjustable light,
8-hour battery life and a sleek design, the Kindle Paperwhite is the perfect gift
for a healthcare professional who likes to catch up on reading in-between shifts.
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